Abbreviations, 25–26
ABET Code of Ethics, 195
Abstract (Executive Summary), in engineering reports, 106
Abstracts (of articles), 136–137
Accessibility (of information), 41–45
Accountability, engineers, 4
Accuracy (of information), 39
Acronyms, 26
Active voice, 47, 48
Advanced forums, 74
Agreement, subjects and verbs, 18–19
Alternative block format (business letter), 69
Ambiguity, 52
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), report standards, 103, 144
Appendices, 116
Application letters (for employment searches). See also business letters; résumés
Contents and organization, 181–182
Early-career, 185–186
Examples, 180, 182, 186, 187
Format, 182–185
Internet, for job searches and, 187, 188
tips on writing, 185
tone in, 183–185
Articles
citing encyclopedia, 201
citing journal, 135–136
Journal, finding, 138
Attention (special notice), 94
Audiences
oral presentations, 150–151
Professional documents, 36–37
Background (in reports)
Inspection and trip reports, 81
Instructions, 95
Laboratory and field reports, 82–83
Problems with, 79
Proposals, 89
Recommendation reports, 97, 98
Backup plan, 153
Bacon, Sir Francis, 10
Bar charts
defined, 125
Examples, 125
Bcc (end notation), 69
Block format (business letter), 69
Blog, 74, 146, 177, 187
defined, 207
Exploring engineering, 208–209
Participating in, 207
For professional advantage, 207–208
Software for, 208
Wordpress, 206–209
Body
of business letter, 68
of memorandum, 70
of research reports, 109–111
Books
citing, 200, 201
Finding, 133
When to use, 132–133
Boolean operators (information searches), 130, 131
Borrowed information, citing sources of, 200–203
Brand, building, 211–213
Bullet lists. See also lists
Examples, 43–44
Guidelines, 43–44
Business correspondence
Business letters, 66–70
Email, 63–64
Employment letters (See application letters (for employment searches))
Follow-up letters (See application letters (for employment searches))
Memoranda, 70–71
When to use, 64
Writing style, 64–65
Business letters
Common formats, 66–70
Employment letters (See application letters (for employment searches))
Examples, 67, 68
Following-page format, 69
Standard components, 66–69
When to use, 64
Business memoranda. See memorandum
Camouflaged subjects and verbs, 49
Career, strategies for early, 187–189
Caution (special notice), 94, 95
Cc (end notation), 69
Charts, 124–125
Examples, 124
Pie, 124
Checklists, 43
For ethical decision making, 196
For evaluating oral reports, 164, 165
Chronological approach
Application letters, 181
Résumés, 169
Citing specific information sources
Books, 200, 201
course notes, 201
database, 202
dissertation/thesis, 201
dermopedia entry, 201
Ethics and, 197–198
government publication, 202
Handbooks, 201
Internet, 202
Journal articles, 201
Letter/email, 202
Newspaper article, 202
Patents, 202
Personal interview/communication, 201
Proceedings, 202
Slides and films, 203
Software, 202
Tables, 124
Technical report, 202
Translation, 201
Video cassette/DVD, 203
Clarity, in writing, 52–56
Codes of ethics, 195–196
Coherence, 54–56
Collaboration
Editing, 32
Oral presentations, 163–164
Using wikis, 117
Writing projects, 58
Cols, 14
Combined organization (progress reports), 91
Commas, 11–13
Introductory element commas, 11–12
For restrictive and nonrestrictive elements, 13
Serial, 12
Commerce Business Daily, 87
Communication process, 5–7
Communication skills
In curricula of engineering schools, 1
In difficult situations, 65–66
Importance of, 2, 3
Informal communication, 166
Used by professional engineers, 2
complimentary close (business letters), 68

conclusion
laboratory reports, 83
oral presentations, 158
proposals, 90
recommendation reports, 100
research reports, 109–110, 112
content management system (CMS), 117
content (specific report). See organization
donation of borrowed information
directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ),
directness, 53
dictionaries, 11, 30
directivity, 53
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ),
documentation of borrowed information
examples of, 199, 200
plagiarism, 197
reports, 116
system for, 197–203
documents
common engineering (See engineering
documents (common types))
specifications for, 37–38
electronic mailing lists, 145, 146
electronic newsletters and journals, 146, 147
electronic résumés, 176–178
email (electronic mail), 63–64
citing, 202
format and style, 72–73
functions, 72
em dash, 15
employment, tools for seeking. See application
letters (for employment searches);
résumés
Encl (end notation), 69
coder (communication process), 6
cross-references
to graphics and tables, 127
textual, 115

danger (special notice), 94, 95
dashes, 15–16
deadlines, 56
decision making, ethics and, 194–195
decoder (communication process), 6
delivery methods (oral presentations),
documentation, 199, 200
equations, 31
follow-up letters, 189
IEEE code of ethics, 196
LinkedIn profile, 216
list of figures and tables, 108
memoranda, 71
note, 94
of patents, 139, 140
pie charts, 124
progress reports, 91, 92
proposals, 88
recommendation reports, 98, 99
of reference books, 134, 135
résumés, 170
standards and specifications, 144
tables, 122, 123
transmittal letter, 104
transparencies, oral presentations, 156
wiki (engineering documents), 117
executive summary, 106
page numbering, 115
tables, 108
transmittal letter, 104–105
engineers
connecting with, through Twitter, 213–215
doing, 3
increasing visibility for, 216–217
specialization and accountability, 4
time spent writing, 2
types of documents written by, 2–4
writing and, 1–8
environmental noise, 6
equations (format and style), 30–31
engineering ethics. See ethics
codes of, 195–196
copyright infringement, 193
decision making, 194–195
engineering, 192–203
omitting safety warnings, 194
personal, 195
research, 197–203
tampering with results, 193
withholding adverse information, 193–194
writing unclear instructions, 194
evaluation reports (engineering documents), 97
examples
ABET code of ethics, 195
abstract, 137
application letters, 180, 182, 186, 187
bar charts, 125
business letters, 67, 68
caution (special notice), 94, 95
certificates and graphs, 124–125
code of ethics, 195, 196
design reports, 113–114
documentation, 199, 200
equations, 31
follow-up letters, 189
IEEE code of ethics, 196
instructions, 94, 95
LinkedIn profile, 216
list of figures and tables, 108
memoranda, 71
note, 94
of patents, 139, 140
pie charts, 124
progress reports, 91, 92
proposals, 88
recommendation reports, 98, 99
of reference books, 134, 135
research reports, 104, 108, 110, 111
résumés, 170
standards and specifications, 144
table of contents, 107
tables, 122, 123
transmittal letter, 104
transparencies, oral presentations, 156
wiki (engineering documents), 117
executive summary, 106, 107, 112
expedites, unnecessary, 50
expression, clarity of, 52–56
external proposals, 88
eye contact (oral presentations), 163
Facebook page, for business, 209–213
fan page, 211–212
faulty mechanics. See noise
feasibility reports (engineering documents), 97
Federal Standards and Specifications
(FEDSPECS), 145
feedback, 7
field reports, 78, 81–83
figures (list of), 108
following-page format, business letters, 69
follow-up letters (application letters), 188–189
fonts
standard readable, 51
on transparencies (oral presentations), 157
format
application letters, 182–185
business letters, 66–70
electronic versus paper, 63–64
equation, 30–31
fonts, 51
headings, 41–42
instructions, 93–96
lists, 43–44
margins, 51
of memoranda, 70, 71
paragraph, 54–56
progress reports, 90–93
proposals, 87–90
reports, 114–116
résumés, 174–176
tables, 122–123
fragments, 21–22
functional approach
application letters, 181
résumés, 169–170
G
gobbledygook, 25
Google Sites, 118
government documents, citing, 202
government (U.S.) specifications, finding, 145
grammar problems. See writing problems
graphics
cross-reference to, 127
designing, 155
guidelines, 126–127
for oral presentations, 154–155
placement of, 127
types of, 126
graphs, 124–125
examples, 124–125
line, 124, 125
group (collaborative) projects, 58
H
handouts (oral presentations), 156–157
hanging-head format (résumés), 174, 175
headings
in business letters, 67
guidelines, 42
hierarchical, 41–42
instructions, 96
memoranda, 70
résumés, 175
in table of contents, 106
highlights section (résumés), 171
hyphens, 16
I
IEEE
code of ethics, 196
documentation system, 110, 116, 136, 145, 150, 198–203
illustrations, 126. See also graphics
defined, 126
electronic images, 126
guidelines, 126–127
types of, 126
immediacy (directness), 53
indexes
abstracts, 136–137
tables, 122–123
example, 137
general and engineering-specific, 136
infinitives, split, 23–24
inflated words, 45–46
informal communication, 166
informal style (oral presentations), 156
information, accessing for engineering projects
abstracts (of articles), 136–137
books, 132–133
electronic information sources, 131
indexes (of article abstracts), 136–138
journals, 134–136
patents, 138–142
product literature, 142–143
reference works, 134, 135
standards and specifications, 143–144
technical reports, 138
20-minute rule, 130
U.S. government specifications, 145
information overload, 155
Information Week Security, 206
initialisms, 26
inside address, in business letters, 67
inspection and trip reports (engineering documents)
defined, 78, 81
electronic images, 126
guidelines, 81
instant messages, 63–64
instructions (engineering documents), 93–96
defined, 78
ethical, 194
examples, 94, 95
format, 93–96
guidelines, 93–96
internal proposals, 88
Internet. See also email (electronic mail)
advanced forums, 74
age, 205–206
blogs, 74, 146
books on, 133
eBooks, 134
electronic mailing lists, 145, 146
electronic newsletters, 146, 147
engineering information resources, 145–147
engineering resources on, 147
finding information on, 129
for job searches and, 187, 188
job sites on, 176
media, 73–75
meeting and screen-sharing software, 74, 75
resources for engineers, 130
search tools, 147
social networking software
Facebook, 209–213
LinkedIn, 215–218
Twitter, 213–215
wikis, 117
Wordpress, 206–209
interviews, citing, 201
introduction
inspection and trip reports, 81
instructions, 93
laboratory and field reports, 82
oral presentations, 158
progress reports, 90
proposals, 89
recommendation reports, 97
research reports, 108–109
J
jargon, useless and useful, 24–25
jobs, tools for seeking. See application letters (for employment searches); résumés
journals, 134–136
citing, 201
K
key points, in oral presentations, 152
L
labels, report, 105–106
laboratory reports, 81–83
language
sexist, 23–24
as system, 7
Latin legacies, 22–23
legends (graphics), 127
length
paragraph, 45
sentences, 24
letters. See business letters
libraries, using. See information, accessing for engineering projects
Library of Congress (LC), 134
line graphs, 124, 125
LinkedIn
interactive résumés on, 215–218
profile, creating, 217
recommendations, 217, 218
lists
  bulleted, 42–44
  of figures and tables, 108
numbered, 42–44
parallelism in, 44
two-column, 121, 122
literature review (laboratory, field reports), 83
logical presentation (of information), 39–40
logo (business letters), 66–67
journals
  See magazines
mailing lists (electronic), 145, 146
managing time (writing projects), 56, 57
margins
  of documents, 51
  résumés, 175
measurement
  Système International (SI) measurement system, 29–30
  units of, 29–30
meeting software, 74, 75
memoranda, 70–71
  examples of, 71
  standard components of, 70, 71
  standard formats for, 70, 71
  when to use, 64
Military Standards and Specifications (MILSpecs), 145
modifier problems, 19–20
multiple authors, citing, 200
nervousness (oral presentations), 163
new editions, citing, 201
newsletters (electronic), 146, 147
newspaper articles, citing, 202
noise
  in communication process, 5–7
  environmental, 6
  examples, 6
  in oral presentations, 159–160
  organizational, 6
  reducing or eliminating, 10–32
nonspecialists, explaining technical language to, 40–41
note cards, for oral presentations, 153
note (special notice), 94
notes
  omitting safety warnings, 194
  types of, 94
noun stacks, 50
numbered headings, 42
numbered lists, 42–44
numbering pages (engineering reports), 115
numbers
  prefixes used with measurement units, 30
  or words, in writing, 26–29
objectives section (résumés), 171–172
oral presentations
  audience, analyzing, 150–151
  checklist for evaluating, 164, 165
  conclusion, 158
  delivering, 159–163
  graphics for, 154–155
  handouts, 156–157
  importance of informal communication in, 166
  introduction, 158
  key points, 152
  listening, 165–166
  nervousness, 163
  noise, 159–160
  organization, 152, 153
  outlines and notes, 153, 154
  PowerPoint problems, 155
  practicing for, 158–159
  preparing, 150–159
  purpose, 151
  strengthening, 161–163
  team-based, 163–164
  timing, 152
  transitions, 161
organization
  application letters, 181–182
  oral presentations, 152, 153
  patterns of, 39–40
  progress reports, 90, 91
  résumés, 169–170
  organizational noise, 6
  outlines, 56
    oral presentations, 153, 154
page numbering (engineering reports), 115
paragraphs, 45, 105
  structure, 54–56
  tables, converting to, 122, 123
parallelism, 20–21
  in lists, 44
  parentheses, 15
  passive voice, unnecessary, 47–49
  patents, 138–142
  citing, 202
  example of, 139, 140
  finding, 141–142
  Internet methods for finding, 141
  when to use, 141
PDF (portable document file), 116, 117
peer-reviewed journal articles, 135
periodical index, 136
personal interviews, citing, 201
pie charts
  defined, 125
  examples, 124
plagiarism, 197
point-by-point comparison, 99–100
pointing devices (oral presentations), 162–163
PowerPoint problems, in oral presentations, 155
prefixes (measurement units), 30
preposition, ending sentence with, 22
presentation, logical, 39–40
problems
  oral presentation delivery, 159–160
  writing (See writing problems)
proceedings, citing, 202
product literature, 142–143
  finding, 142–143
  when to use, 142
progress reports (engineering documents), 90–93
defined, 78
  examples, 90, 91
  format, 90–93
  guidelines, 90–93
types, 90
project-tasks organization (progress reports), 90
pronouns, unclear, 20
proofreading, 32
proposals (engineering documents), 78, 87–90, 97
  excerpts, 88
  format, 87–90
  types of, 87–90
punctuation, 11–17
  colons, 14
  commas, 11–13
  dashes, 15–16
  hyphens, 16
  parentheses, 15
  quotation marks, 17
  semicolons, 13–14
purpose
  oral presentations, 151
  before writing, 35–36, 38
questions, preparing oral presentations, 151, 158, 163
quotation marks, 17
recommendation reports (engineering documents), 96–100
  examples, 98, 99
  format, 97–100
types of, 97
redundancy, 46–47
reference books
  examples, 134, 135
  finding, 134
  when to use, 134
references. See citing specific information sources; documentation of borrowed information report cover, 105
reports. See engineering documents (common types); engineering reports; oral presentations
specialization (importance to engineers), 4
solicited proposals, 87
software, blog, 208
social-networking software, 75
social media, 64
SI (Système International) measurement
simplified format (business letter), 69
serial commas, 12
sexist language, 23–24
signal (communication process), 6
signature block
of business letters, 68
of memoranda, 70
simplified format (business letter), 69
SI (Système International) measurement
system, 29–30
tips on writing, 168–179

S
salutation, in business letters, 67–68
Scientific and Technical Reports: Organization,
Preparation, and Production (ANSI report standards), 103
screen-sharing software, 74, 75
searching for information. See information,
accessing for engineering projects
search tools (Internet), 147
semantic noise (communication process), 6
semiblock format (business letter), 69
semicolons, 12
sentences. See also writing problems
ending with prepositions, 22
errors in, 18–24
length, 24
serial commas, 12
sexist language, 23–24
signal (communication process), 6
signature block
of business letters, 68
of memoranda, 70
simplified format (business letter), 69
SI (Système International) measurement
system, 29–30
social media, 64
Facebook page, building, 209–213
fears, conquering, 206
interactive résumé on LinkedIn, 215–218
job searches and, 187, 188
management, 205–206
Twitter, 213–215
WordPress blog, creating, 206–209
social-networking software, 75
software, blog, 208
solicited proposals, 87
specialization (importance to engineers), 4
special notices. See notices
specifications, 84–87
defined, 78
of documents, 37–38
guidelines, 84–87
spelling
spellcheckers, limitations of, 10
spelling problems, in writing, 10
split infinitives, 23–24
sporadic noise. See also writing problems
agreement, subjects and verbs, 18–19
fragments, 21–22
modifier problems, 19–20
parallelism problem, 20–21
preposition, ending sentence with, 22
pronoun problems, 20
punctuation problems, 10–17
sentence length, 24
sexist language, 23–24
spelling problems, 10–11
spreadsheets, tables and, 121–123
standards and specifications
examples, 144
finding, 144
when to use, 144
subject line, in business letters, 67
subjects and verbs
agreement of, 18–19
camouflaged, 49
combinations of, 50
syntactic noise (communication process), 6
Système International (SI) measurement
system, 29–30
table of contents (engineering reports), 106–107, 112
tables
converting paragraphs to, 122, 123
creating, 121–124
cross-reference to, 127
documenting sources of, 124
equations, 30–31
labels, 106
writing, 103–112
teams
oral presentations, 163–164
wikis (for engineering documents), 117
text messages, 62
timelines, 56, 57
time management, in writing projects, 56, 57
time-periods organization (progress reports), 90
tone, in application letters, 183–185
transitions (oral presentations), 161
translations, citing, 201
transparencies, oral presentations, 154–156
twenty-minute rule (in libraries), 130
Twitter, sharing information with, 213–215
typography (fonts) guidelines, 51
U
units of measurement, 29–30
unsolicited proposals, 87
usage. See technical usage
useful jargon, 25
useless jargon, 25
U.S. government specifications, 145
V
vagueness, 52–53
verbal fillers (oral presentations), 160
verbs
agreement with subjects, 18–19
camouflaged, 49
subjects, combinations with, 50
video/DVD, citing, 203
visuals. See graphics
voice
active, 47, 48
passive, 47–49
W
wikis (for engineering documents), 117
word choice, 45–50
wordiness, 45–46
WordPress blog, 206–209
words (or numbers), in writing, 26–29
WorldCat, 133
writing
application letters, 179–188
clarity in, 52–56
engineering documents, 78–100
engineers and, 1–8
résumés, 168–179
writing guidelines, 35–59
accuracy, 39
audience, focusing on, 36–37
cohesion, 54–56
document specifications, satisfying, 37–38
graphics and tables, 126–127
instructions, 93–96
logical presentation, 39–40
progress reports, 90–93
purpose, focusing on, 35–36, 38
research and design reports, 103–118
specifications, 84–87
spreadsheets, tables and, 121–123
writing problems
  ambiguity, 52
  clarity in, 52–56
  coherence, lack of, 54–56
  directness, 53
  expletives, 50
  fragments, 21–22
  inflated words, 45–46
  modifiers, 19–20
  noise, eliminating, 10–32
  noun stacks, 50

parallelism, 20–21
passive voice, unnecessary, 47–49
preposition, ending sentence with, 22
redundancy, 46–47
sentence errors, 18–24
sentence length, 24
sexist language, 23–24
split infinitives, 23–24
subjects and verbs, agreement, 18–19
subjects and verbs, camouflaged, 49
unclear pronouns, 20

vagueness, 52–53
wordiness, 45–46
writing style
  for business correspondence, 64–65
e-mail, 72–73
  specifications, 84–87
writing system, controlling, 7–8

Z
The Zen of Social Media Marketing
(Hyder), 206